MECHANICS

SUPER 6’ FINEST
TABLE GAME CHALLENGE 2019
I. PARTICIPATING BRANCHES AND SATELLITES:
Angeles
Bacolod
Carmona Satellite
Cebu
Citystate Satellite
Crown Regency Satellite
Davao
Ilocos Norte
Iloilo

Kartini Satellite
Mactan Satellite
Madison Satellite
Manila Bay
Malabon Satellite
Manila Grand Opera Satellite
Olongapo Satellite
Oriental Pavilion Satellite
Parkmall Satellite
Tagaytay

II. TOURNAMENT SCHEDULE
May 18, 2019
November 16, 2019
Registration : 6 PM
Tournament : 8 PM
III. GAME NATURE
The tournaments shall utilize a Baccarat-based game format and shall have sixteen (16) deals excluding the six (6) trial deals with an option for multiple re-buys. All tournaments will be conducted
via Audio Video Link.
IV. PARTICIPANT QUALIFICATION
PAGCOR Privilege Card Enrollment
The tournament is open to all PAGCOR Privilege Card (PPC) holders. In the event of any differences between the PPC card name and valid ID presented, the Branch Management shall certify in
writing that said person is qualified to participate.
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Eligibility Based on Total Bets
Active Players
Dormant Players

At least P500,000 Total Bets two (2) months
prior to the start of the tournament
At least P500,000 Total Bets six (6) months
prior to the start of the tournament

Buy-in Requirement
Each participant must have a capital of P10,000 to be exchanged for P10,000 worth of tournament
chips as tournament playing capital.
Proxy Player
A maximum of two (2) proxy players may be designated and registered by the qualified player.
Provided, the qualified player is present at the venue for the duration of the tournament or an authorization letter has been received and approved by the tournament director.
V. REGISTRATION
Upon registration, participants of the Tournaments shall receive Free Bet Coupons worth P1,000.
All FBCs shall be valid only on the date of issuance.
VI. SEAT ASSIGNMENTS
Prior to the tournament, announcement of official participants shall be done. Participants are then
expected to proceed to their assigned table and seat.
VII. LATECOMER
A participant who arrives before the 3rd deal will still be allowed to play the remainder of the tournament.
A latecomer shall be required to wager at least the cumulative amount of the minimum bet per
deal he/she missed (e.g. Latecomer coming before the 2nd deal will be required to wager at least
P2,000 as his/her first bet.)
VIII. PARTICIPANT CAPITAL
Each participant shall be issued P10,000 worth of tournament chips in exchange for their live
chips worth P10,000. Cashable chips could be wagered alongside the tournament chips subject
to the established limits of the table as follows:
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IX. TABLE LIMITS
BETTING SLOT

TOURNAMENT CHIPS
(per hand)
P1,000

LIVE CHIPS
*Max Total Wagers
P1,000
P100,000
(Table Differential)

Draw

P10,000
15thand16th deal
(excluding trial deals): up to 3X
the maximum bet
P1,250.00

Super 6

P800.00 max

P8,300*

Player/Bank Pair

P900.00 max

P9,000*

Principal Bet Minimum
Principal Bet Maximum

P12,500*

INCREASE IN PROPOSITION BET PAYOUT
During the tournament, all participating tables on branch/satellites will have an increase in the
proposition bet payout. Payout on winning bets shall be followed:
GAMES

EXISTING PAYOUT

PROPOSED PAYOUT

Super 6

1:12

1:15

Draw

1:8

1:9

Pair

1:11

1:12

*This shall apply for both tournament and cashable chips.
It is understood that existing minimum and maximum betting limits for the aforementioned
betting propositions shall not be affected by this promotion.
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X. TOURNAMENT PROPER GUIDELINES
a. Single croupier per site shall be utilized for all the tournaments. All participating sites shall
start at the same time. However, each site shall dictate the pacing of every deal.
b. A player shall only be allowed to wager on his/her assigned betting slot.
c. Participants are not allowed to abstain from betting. In the event that a participant failed to
wager within the 40 seconds time limit, the assigned Pit Officer shall place a minimum bet
from the participant’s tournament chips on the PLAYER principal betting slot.
d. In the event that a participant chose both PLAYER and BANK as his principal bet, the Pit
Officer shall automatically place the bet on PLAYER.
e. A participant may be allowed to multiple re-buys of additional tournament chips to an
amount that will complete the maximum capital of P10,000 provided that his/her remaining
capital prior to re-buy is P5,000 of less. No more re-buy shall be allowed after the 8th deal.
f. In case a participant’s remaining capital is less than the required minimum bet for principal
hands, the participant can only place a one-time bet on any of the existing baccarat based
proposition bets.
g. Participants who no longer have tournament chips for betting and opt not to re-buy shall
automatically be declared out of the tournament.
h. Participants can leave the table for personal necessities. A compulsory minimum bet from
his/her chip stack shall be placed on the PLAYER principal betting slot as his/her bet for
every deal that he/she is away.
i. In the tournament’s final two (15th and 16th) deals:
		
		
		

i. Secret betting shall be followed wherein the participants write their bets
(tournament chips only) on the betting slip provided for this purpose. The participant
may wager up to 3 times the maximum limit.

		

ii. All filled-up betting slips shall be placed on the player’s respective hand;

		
		

iii. At the end of the time allotted for writing bets, the Dealer shall collect and instruct
the participants to place their bets with the same amount written on their secret
betting slip.

		
		

iv. Placed bets shall be checked by the Dealer and confirmed against the secret
betting slips by Pit Officer.
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j. At the end of the tournament, Final Chip Count (FCC) of the participants shall be the basis
for ranking. Formula to be used is as follows:
			

Final Chip Count (FCC) = Remaining Chips - (Initial chips + re-buy/s)

k. For every Tournament, each participating branch/satellite shall declare a Branch
Champion, 1st Runner-up and 2nd Runner-up using the Final Chip Count (FCC) as basis
for ranking.
			

*FCCs of participants should be positive to be declared as a winner

l. For the National Winners, the top 4 participants with the highest Final Chip Count (FCC)
nationwide shall be declared as the National Champion, 1st Runner-up, 2nd Runner-up
and 3rd Runner-up respectively.
m. At the end of the tournament all active participants’ remaining tournament chips shall be
exchanged to live chips at the assigned table.
n. If the number of participating players is below 6, no branch winners shall be declared but
players may still qualify as national winners.
o. To break a tie for the national winners, an extra deal/s shall be carried out and a secret
betting form will be used by concerned participants. Without using the tournament or live
chips, choosing between the bank or player will determine the outcome of the deal to settle
the tie. In case of a draw result, another deal will be performed. This process shall
continue until ties are settled.
XI. TOURNAMENT PRIZES
A. National Level
(Winners may opt to receive their prize in the form of Cash or Live Chips)
Rank

Cash/Live Chips

National Champion

1,000,000.00

1st Runner-up

300,000.00

2nd Runner-up

200,000.00

3rd Runner-up

100,000.00

Total

1,600,000.00
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Additional prizes for National Level Winners
Rank

FBCs

National Champion

P20,000.00 worth of FBCs/week for 12 weeks

1st Runner-up

P10,000.00 worth of FBCs/week for 12 weeks

2nd Runner-up

P5,000.00 worth of FBCs/week for 12 weeks

Total

P420,000.00 worth of Free Bet Coupons

NOTE: Additional FBC’s shall be issued to the National Level winners per tournament and are valid
on the succeeding 12 weeks after they have won in the National Tournament.
FBCs to be issued weekly shall be in P5,000 denomination. FBC’s not used within the validity period shall be forfeited. Branch Marketing Section will be responsible in monitoring and issuance of
weekly FBCs as additional prizes for National winners.
B. Branch Level
Rank

*FBCs

Branch Champion

50,000.00

1st Runner-up

30,000.00

2nd Runner-up

20,000.00

Total

100,000.00

*Free Bet Coupons issued on the tournament dates shall be valid for fifteen (15) days (except for
the additional FBC prizes for the national level winners.
In the event that a Branch winner emerges as a National winner, the Free Bet Coupons (FBCs) shall
be given to the succeeding ranker in the Branch level.
C. Special Prize (per branch)
Total Bets on proposition slots:
Highest Live Chips

10,000 FBC’s

Highest Tournament Chips

10,000 FBC’s

* In case of tie, the prize shall be divided among winners.

